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Paper Highlights 
 

 A new non-destructive testing method for localized damage detection in complex structures 

is proposed. It is combined of non-linear coda wave mixing and time reversal techniques. 

 Time-reversal pump is possible only in pulsed mode due to spatio-temporal wave 

compression. Features of coda wave mixing in continuous and pulsed pump mode are 

considered. It has been experimentally observed that an aftereffect of a pulsed pump 

provides a nonlinear interaction between pump and probe waves of an overall level 

sufficient for a defect detection. 

 Non-monotonous behavior of time-windowed delay and correlation coefficient in an entirely 

thermally-shocked glass sample is reported. Contrary to the precedent case, the behavior of 

these parameters in a locally damaged glass sample is monotonous. 

 Localization of a defect in a glass sample using a one-channel time reversal system and non-

linear coda wave interferometry has been demonstrated. 
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Abstract 

Coda wave interferometry (CWI) is a sensitive ultrasound method for detection of weak and local 

changes in complex inhomogeneous media. In a nonlinear modification of the method discussed 

here, a high-frequency probe coda is compared to its replica obtained in the presence of low-

frequency pumping. If after the filtering out of low frequencies the coda signals are different, this is 

attributed to nonlinear pump-probe interaction induced by contact acoustical nonlinearity in the 

damaged zone. Actually, the CWI methods are used for global inspection of complex media, such 

as, for example, concrete structures. In this work, a step forward is made; it consists in combining 

the CWI with the time reversal (TR) technique in order to allow one to focus the pump wave on a 

selected area in the structure and to detect and localize a flaw. Time-reverse pump is possible only 

in pulsed mode due to spatio-temporal wave compression. By this reason, the particularities of coda 

wave mixing in conventionally used continuous and pulsed pump mode are considered. It has been 

experimentally observed that an aftereffect of a pulsed pump provides a nonlinear interaction 

between pump and probe waves of a sufficient overall level for a defect detection with TR. Finally, 

it was shown that a TR focusing even with the minimal available quality i.e. with only one 

transducer produce a sufficient contrast allowing to distinguish intact and damaged zones with 

nonlinear CWI. 

 

Keywords: coda wave interferometry, nondestructive testing, time reversal, pump-probe experiment 

1. Introduction 

 In many cases, ultrasound propagation in weakly attenuating materials results in appearance 

of so-called coda waves. They are created by interference of acoustical waves repeatedly sampling 

the same region in space due to multiple scattering produced by inhomogeneities in the material or 
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multiple reflections from sample's borders. A coda wave recorded by an acoustical receiver 

represents a quasi-chaotic signal having, however, a deterministic nature [1]. The coda signal is 

extremely sensitive to any subtle changes in material's geometry or properties. In other words, 

during multiple reverberations or scattering, the information about these changes is accumulated 

and finally becomes measurable [2]. In some sense, the material works as a natural interferometer; 

correspondingly, the method that uses the high sensitivity of coda waves to changes in material's 

properties is called the Coda Wave Interferometry (CWI). 

For this reason, CWI has found numerous applications is non-destructive testing (NDT) of 

complex media where conventional techniques in majority of cases are ineffective. The numerous 

implementations of CWI can be found in the domain of concrete structures monitoring [3–5] 

exhibiting substantial scattering and attenuation or in complex industrial conditions [6]. It was 

shown that CWI is able to measure relative velocity change with a high precision of 10−5 [7]. 

CWI belongs to the class of baseline NDT techniques consisting in comparison of the initial 

and potentially modified states of a structure under-test. This point may represent a considerable 

limitation of the CWI for NDT applications. Coda waves are sensitive to uncontrollable ambient 

conditions (temperature or humidity changes) making it difficult to distinguish whether the 

modification in coda wave signal is due to flaw formation in the structure or the to the change of 

external context [8,9]. 

By combining the advantages of CWI with nonlinear ultrasonic techniques, a new method 

called nonlinear coda wave interferometry has been recently proposed in [10]. In this case, a low 

frequency pump wave is excited in the sample while the corresponding low-frequency component 

in the coda signal is filtered out. If coda signals produced with and without pump wave are still 

different, the deviation can be only attributed to nonlinear frequency mixing due to contact 

acoustical nonlinearity that, in turn, reveals the presence of damage. 

 The nonlinear CWI technique is substantially more selective to damage than the linear 

counterpart since damage affects the nonlinear properties in a much greater degree than the linear 

ones. In addition, the nonlinear version of the method does not require any baseline coda data that 

can be influenced by environmental changing or aging. 

By default, the linear or nonlinear CWI alone does not provide any opportunity of localizing 

defects. One of the ways to assure this opportunity in linear CWI is to combine measurements with 

different pairs of sensors and numerical modelling [11,12]. Another way to assure a localization 

ability in nonlinear CWI is to focus energy in a known point inside the test sample. The nonlinear 

modulation process requires the presence of both the probe and the pump acoustic strain at a defect 

location in order to work properly. It is supposed that nonlinear interaction will be stronger when 

pump is focused on the defect thus providing a localization possibility. 
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Focusing could be effectuated with phased arrays [13] as well as by spatial mechanical 

scanning [14]. Another opportunity is offered by the Time Reversal (TR) method in acoustics that is 

based on the fact that the waves created by emission of time-reversed signals focuses back on the 

receiver [15]. The acoustical energy compression is made both in time and space, regardless of the 

position of the initial source and of the heterogeneity of the medium in which the wave propagates. 

In comparison to traditional beamforming techniques using, in particular, phased arrays, TR is more 

versatile since, among other things, to focus a specific wave field component [14]). TR also requires 

less prior information about the test sample, but demands additional steps for operation. Several 

non-linear TR-based techniques for NDT has been proposed [16,17]. In [18] a non-linear defect 

localization was performed with a 6-channel TR nonlinear by elastic wave spectroscopy process. 

Additionally, flaw localization with non-linear modulation has been reported basing on resonance 

patterns [19]. 

In this work, we propose a method for local structure inspection using nonlinear mixing of a 

probe coda wave with a TR-focused pump wave. Both CWI and TR techniques are well adapted for 

application in complex heterogeneous media where conventional linear NDT methods can fail or be 

too difficult to implement. Typical examples of such heterogeneous media are the modern 

composite materials used in airplane constructions. Our objective here is to explore the potential of 

a new technique combining these two methods for structural health monitoring. 

Features of coda wave mixing in continuous (used conventionally) and pulsed pump mode 

were considered. It has been experimentally observed that an aftereffect of a pulsed pump provides 

a nonlinear interaction between pump and probe waves of an overall level sufficient for a defect 

detection. The differences of pulsed and continuous mode has been already considered in [20] but 

for the case of linear CWI with amplitude and phase lock-in measurements for a global inspection. 

Finally, a localization of a defect in a glass sample using a one-channel TR system and non-linear 

CWI has been demonstrated. 

2. Nonlinear coda wave interferometry 

2.1. Principle 

 In many cases, sound waves propagating in a solid material are many times scattered by 

material's inhomogeneities and reflected from sample's boundaries. In reverberating or multi-

scattering media with relatively low attenuation, a measured acoustic echo typically consists of 

three parts: ballistic (or direct) waves, coda waves, and noise. Ballistic waves are first to arrive as 

they propagate directly from the source to the sensor. Coda waves are a later part of the signal that 
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corresponds to a diffused field having an exponentially decaying amplitude. Finally, noise is a 

concluding part of the reverberation appearing when the excitation signal is completely attenuated. 

 Coda wave interferometry is especially sensible to the presence of damage when used in a 

nonlinear modification [21] based on interactions between a high-frequency (HF) reverberation 

signal and a powerful low-frequency (LF) pumping. Firstly, HF reverberations are recorded in the 

absence of pumping. Secondly, the same HF signal is excited simultaneously with the pump wave. 

Then low frequencies are filtered out of the coda signal. If the experiment is performed correctly, 

any difference between the two codas can be attributed only to nonlinear interactions between HF 

and LF waves i.e., in a linear material, to the presence of damage. In the process of coda formation, 

tiny changes are accumulated and become observable. 

 Typical reverberation signals are shown in Fig. 1(a). Two time windows illustrate the 

ballistic propagation part (Fig. 1(b)) in which small changes between two signals are barely visible, 

and the coda waves in which they are clearly distinguishable (Fig. 1(c)). The signals have been 

obtained on a locally damaged glass sample in absence and presence of a LF pumping; the test 

samples and experimental configuration are described in Section 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental reverberation signals recorded on a locally damaged glass sample. The 

reference signal is recorded in the absence of pumping; the perturbed one is obtained by the 

nonlinear interaction with a LF acoustic pump.(a). Full reverberation signal containing the ballistic, 

coda, and noise parts. In the ballistic phase (b), the reference and perturbed signals practically 

coincide whereas in the coda part (c) the difference becomes important. 
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 Despite their chaotic appearance, coda waves are highly repeatable so that if no change 

occurs in the medium over time, the waveforms remain almost identical. The CWI methods assume 

the multiple scattering medium to act as an interferometer. Long and complex propagation paths of 

coda waves make it possible to amplify the influence of small propagation medium perturbations 

often undetectable with conventional pitch-catch techniques. 

2.2. Investigative and localization regimes 

 We conducted our nonlinear CWI experiments in two different regimes. In the investigative 

regime, only the presence or absence of damage is detected while its geometric localization is not 

considered [10]. 

 In this work, we try to make a step forward by proposing a local inspection option. For 

revealing a particular position of damage, it is necessary to focus the pump wave at a given position 

in the sample. Then the measured nonlinear response can only be due to damage occurring at that 

location whereas the presence or absence of damage outside of the focus pays a negligible 

contribution. By changing the focus position, it is possible to interrogate the entire sample and see 

where exactly the damage is located. 

 Focusing of the pump wave acoustic energy is possible via a procedure called Time 

Reversal based on reciprocity and time reversal invariance of the wave equation in lossless 

heterogeneous stationary media. The time reversal invariance means that if a signal  pumps t  

emitted at point E engenders a response  pumpr t  at point R, then re-broadcasting 

   pump pumpq t r t   at point R generates the same signal  pumps t  at the point E where it was 

initially excited. Moreover, due to the reciprocity principle, the signal    pump pumpq t r t   can be 

excited at the initial excitation point E to produce  pumps t  at the receiver R. Such a configuration is 

more suitable for nondestructive testing since both broadcasted and re-broadcasted signals are 

generated by the same transducer. To focus acoustic energy, a short pulse    pumps t t  should be 

used. 

 In our experiments we use the inverse filtering technique that represents a modification of 

the TR proposed in [22]. To get even better focusing at the reception point, it has been suggested to 

re-broadcast 

     1 1
pump pump pumpq t FT R S           (1) 
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where    pump pumpS FT s t     ,    pump pumpR FT r t     , with  FT   and  1FT   , the direct and 

inverse Fourier transforms, respectively. The implementation details such as dealing with  1
pumpR   

in frequency ranges where  pumpR   is close to 0 can be found in [23]. 

 

3. Experimental setup and samples 

3.1. Probe and pump circuits 

 The experimental setup contains two circuits, the probe and the pump (drawn respectively in 

thin black and in thick grey lines in Fig. 2). The probe signal  probes t  represents a sequence of 

chirps of 200 µs duration with frequencies between 0.5−1 MHz. It is synthesized on a PC and is 

then sent to the memory of the arbitrary waveform generator Tektronix AWG710B (AWG #1 in 

Fig. 2). Further, the probe is amplified with Amplifier Research type 100A400 (Power Amplifier #1) 

unit (100 W) and is emitted in the test sample by an ultrasonic transducer. The measured 

reverberation response is recorded by the LeCroy 64 Xi oscilloscope connected to the probe 

receiver on the opposite corner of the plate. In the received signal, frequencies below 0.5 MHz are 

filtered out by a 7th order Chebyshev analog high-pass filter (HPF) in the purpose of excluding low 

frequency pump components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the experimental setup with pump (thick gray) and probe (thin black) circuits. 
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 The pump signal is excited by the Tektronix AWG710 (marked AWG #2 in Fig. 2) 

generator connected to the Amplifier Research 150A250 (Power Amplifier #2) 150 W device which 

allows obtaining 150 V of peak amplitude on a capacitive load. The amplifier's gain could be 

controlled remotely. 

 In the investigative regime, only the HF coda  prober t  is measured and analyzed, whereas in 

the localization regime LF measurements in the sample are also required. The latter is performed by 

three pump receivers (r1-r3); one of them (r1) is positioned directly on the defect while the other two 

are located away from it (see Fig. 2). Each pump receiver measures an LF reverberation signal 

 pumpr t  that represents a reaction of the propagation medium on the excitation  pumps t  produced 

by the pump emitter. The coda LF  pumpr t  is required for the calculation of  pumpq t  via Eq. (1). 

Then  pumpq t  is excited by the same pump emitter to produce so-called retro-focusing of acoustic 

energy at the pump receiver on which  pumpr t  was measured. The second pump wave emission is 

accompanied by the generation of a HF signal  probes t  by the probe emitter and recording of the 

HF coda  prober t  by the probe receiver. The above measurements are repeated in the presence and 

in the absence of the pump and for each pump receiver r1-r3. The difference between the reference 

and the perturbed codas indicates the presence of damage at the location of the pump receiver.  

 

3.2. Test samples 

 In our experiments, we use two samples: an entirely damaged one with highly nonlinear 

properties allowing easer detection, and a sample with localized impact damage (including its intact 

counterpart). 

 The entirely damaged sample represents a non-rectangular glass plate (approximately 

20×15×1 cm3) everywhere damaged by multiple cracking appeared as a result of a thermal shock 

(Fig. 3 (a)). The cracks are approximately uniformly distributed over the sample's volume and allow 

one obtaining strongly nonlinear CWI signals in the investigative regime. 
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Fig. 3. Entirely damaged sample (a) and configuration (b) of emitters and receivers. 

 For the pump injection, a rectangular PZT plate of dimensions 45×15×1.5 mm3 was coupled 

to sample from lateral side (Fig. 3(b)) using a cyanoacrylate adhesive. Probe emission and reception 

was provided with two identical Panametrics V103-RM (central frequency 1 MHz) contact 

transducers, clamped at the opposite sides of the plate. The exact positions of transducers do not 

have a significant influence on the results (see also [10]). 

 

 

Fig. 4. Zoomed impact damage (a) in the locally damaged sample and configuration (b) of emitters 

and receivers. 
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used in order to perform focused pump CWI experiments and estimate the localization capabilities 

of the method. 

 The LF pump waves were emitted by a PZT-27 disk of 40 mm diameter and 17.5 mm 

thickness (87 kHz fundamental resonance frequency). At the same time, in the purpose of 

demonstrating the localization capability, the acquisition of the LF pump codas should be 

performed at various locations in the sample and in a point manner e.g. by a laser vibrometer [24] or 

ultrasonic pinducer (needle transducer). In the described case, 10.5 mm diameter (8 kHz central 

frequency) radially polarized KEPO FT-10.5 piezo-disks have been glued to the glass plate at the 

location of the defect and in several arbitrary locations marked r1, r2 and r3 in Fig. 4 (b) and in Fig. 

2. As the reception is carried out in a frequency range far away from the resonance frequency, their 

transfer function is nearly constant in the used spectrum region. By means of the re-broadcasting 

procedure with the LF signals recorded at r1, r2 and r3, we managed to consecutively create focal 

spots of about of 1 cm around these locations which has been verified by additional measurements 

with a Valpey-Fisher Pinducer VP-0.5. The value of 1 cm approximately corresponds to the 

acoustic wavelength in glass under selected frequencies as well as to the defect size. In such a 

configuration, obtaining of a pronounced nonlinear signal at the defect position r1 and the absence 

of such a signal at other spots r2 and r3 would be a proof of the damage localization capability. 

 As for the entirely damaged sample, two Panametrics V103-RM contact transducers have 

been clamped on the plate in the purpose of the probe signal emission/reception. 

 In samples with regular geometric shapes, the time reversal inverse focusing procedure may 

encounter difficulties due to formation of regular resonance patterns [25]. In other words, Eq. (1) 

guarantees sharp focusing only in highly reverberating geometries [26] in which a diffused acoustic 

field is easily formed. To introduce more reverberations, the pump transducer was coupled to a 

metallic chaotic cavity [27] using a cyanoacrylate adhesive. The cavity had a form of truncated 

40 mm diameter cylinder (see "Pump" in Fig. 4 (b)). 

 An intact glass plate of the same dimensions (30×50×1 cm3) was used as a reference. In the 

absence of non-linear scatterers, a system is expected to exhibit a linear behavior with no nonlinear 

coda wave mixing. 

 With these samples, three experiments have been performed. The first one on the entirely 

damaged sample with high nonlinearity was conducted as a test for the investigative regime in 

continuous and pulsed pump modes. The objective of second one was to reproduce the results of 

[10] by detecting the presence of damage in a locally damaged sample by means of the investigative 

regime. Finally, the third experiment has shown a potential of the new localization technique based 

on the nonlinear CWI in combination with retro-focusing via time reversal. 
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4. Investigative CWI regime on the entirely damaged sample 

4.1. Pump and probe signals in the pulsed mode 

 The pump wave should excite the entire sample in a more or less uniform manner, without 

having pronounced nodes of resonance patterns. In a highly scattering media, it is enough to use a 

sinewave excitation;  for this reason, a series of tone bursts was used (at 76.88 kHz of duration 

pump=800 µs spaced in time by Tpause=99.2 ms, see  pumps t  in Fig. 5 (a)). In order to have a rich 

reverberation pattern at many high frequencies, the probe signal used was a sequence of 0.5–1 MHz 

chirps of duration probe=200 µs repeated at the same period Tprobe = Tpump = 100 ms (see  probes t  in 

Fig. 5). 

 In the reported experiments with the use of available equipment, the generation of the LF 

pump wave was accompanied by a parasite HF component. When the pump transducer is driven at 

a resonance frequency, multiple higher piezoelement resonance frequencies are also excited. Their 

frequencies can reach the frequency of the probe wave, pass through the input high-pass filter and 

mix up with the probe signal. These distortions can be confused with the distortions due to damage-

induced nonlinear wave mixing. This difficulty has been circumvented with a compensation 

technique consisting in measurement of the parasite HF pump generation in the absence of probe, 

and in subtraction of the measured component from a real signal with the probe being switched on. 

This technique helps partially to get rid of the parasite component. A more radical solution used 

was to combine the compensation with another method where the pump and the probe waves are 

spaced in time (Fig. 5) and interact through an aftereffect induced in the damaged material by 

pumping.  It will be shown below that in the considered pulsed mode the aftereffect arising after 

each pulse due to a final decay rate of the pump wave is sufficiently strong to be used for damage 

detection via CWI criterions based on a correlation analysis of the measured data. 
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Fig. 5. Illustration for emitted pump and probe signals  pumps t  and  probes t , and for the received 

coda probe wave rprobe(t) (in black in the presence of the parasite HF pump component (in grey), in 

the experiment on the entirely damaged sample in the investigative regime (pulsed mode). 

 

4.2. Correlation analysis 

 A typical reverberation signal recorded in this case is shown in Fig. 6(a). For the correlation 

analysis we select a decaying fragment 45 µs<t<145 µs assuming that the increasing part 0<t<45 µs 
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 Two coda waves recorded in two close situations are generally similar, but local fragments 
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decorrelation coefficient  T cD t  defined as one minus peak coherence as a function of the window 

center time tc, and  T ct , an optimal delay as a function of tc, 

    1 max ,T c T cD t C t


  ,     (3) 

    ,argmaxT c T ct C t


  ,     (4) 

where all maxima are obtained with respect to . The decorrelation coefficient has a sense of a 

measure of the signal shape change, whereas the optimal delay is a measure of the local time shift. 

 The choice of the time window width 2T is done as a compromise between the following 

considerations [11]. On one hand, averaging in Eq. (1) means that 2T should be much larger than a 

period of the highest frequency oscillation in the coda. On the other hand, this averaging is local 

(windowed) and depend on an additional coordinate tc, hence the window width should be much 

less that the coda duration. In our case, T=5 µs was selected. 

 The criterions  T cD t  and  T ct  calculated for the coda waves with/without pumping 

measured on the entirely damaged sample in the investigative regime are plotted in Fig. 6(c) and (d) 

as a function the window center tc. First of all, it is immediately observed that the presence of the 

pump wave significantly alters the coda. Indeed, the crack network in the entirely damaged sample 

(Fig. 3 (a)) is so dense that the glass plate resembles a granular material with a high number of loose 

contacts. Powerful acoustic loading can completely redistribute the pattern of open and closed 

cracks in the continuous way i.e. as long as it is applied, similarly to force chain network in granular 

materials that rapidly alters following an external action [30]. The HF probe propagation with a 

typical wavelength of about 1 mm will be strongly affected by the pump is this case, since all paths 

determined by transitions and reflections from open and closed crack sections are continuously 

modified. At the moments when the crack network becomes significantly different,  T cD t  quickly 

drops (Fig. 6 (c)). However, at some other moments the crack network can be rebuilt and return 

most likely to the original state, as  T cD t  can also quickly grow till values of about of 90%. Crack 

"breathing" also affects the optimal delay  T ct  which manifests intensive oscillations (Fig. 6 (d)). 

 We have additionally verified that local heating of the entirely damaged sample provoked 

the same kind of non-monotonous optimal delay  T ct . Moreover, the behavior was each time 

different depending on the localization of heat source. This can be seen as another manifestation of 

the fact that the dense crack network considerably "weakens" the material so that any perturbation 

can completely change the configuration of open and closed crack fragments. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Full probe reverberation signal obtained on the entirely damaged glass plate (pulsed 

mode) with its coda part marked with the dashed frame. (b) Two fragments of the coda waves in 

which the perturbed coda arrives sooner or later than the reference one. (c) Deviations between two 

coda signal with and without pumping quantified by the curve  T cD t   calculated using Eq. (3) with 

a time window of width T=5 s centered at tc. (d) The optimal delay that corresponds to maximum 

correlation; the first quasi-monotonous front in  T ct  has the inclination 0 (not shown) that can 

be used as a single parameter and not a functional dependence for characterization of the changes in 

the coda wave. 
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The optimal stretching parameter , 

  0 argmax S


  ,     (6) 

and the corresponding decorrelation coefficient 

  0 1 maxD S


       (7) 

do not depend on a window coordinate and can be used as appropriate single-valued criterions of a 

mismatch between two coda waves. 

 It should be noted that the non-monotonous behavior of the optimal delay  T ct  on the 

window coordinate has been also observed in additional experiments with heating and cooling of 

the sample while the average slope of the curve tended to the positive (for the heating) or to the 

negative (for the cooling) value. Similar coda wave types are reported in [2] and in [10]. 

 For the delayed pump and probe, their interaction is due to the aftereffect quantified here by 

parameters D0 and 0. It is of interest to estimate the aftereffect magnitude by varying the time 

delay (Tdelay, see Fig. 5) between the pump and probe waves. As one can observe, when Tprobe>pump 

the decay of the curves is not instantaneous but exhibits a relaxation behavior. In particular, for 

Tdelay=1 ms that exceeds pump=0.8 ms by 0.2 ms, the stretching parameters decrease by 6.5 and 

15 dB for α0 and D0 respectively. In the opposite case where the pump and probe signals overlaps 

(Tdelay<0.8 ms), the values of 0 and D0 are considerably perturbed by the random residual HF pump 

component that still remains after the application of the subtraction procedure. A greater decay rate 

of D0 in comparison to 0 can be explained by quadratic dependence of D0 on pump amplitude 

while the dependence of α0 is linear [10]. This is typical for the case of quadratic hysteretic 

nonlinearity associated to the presence of cracks. 
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Fig. 7. Stretching parameters α0 (a) and D0 (b) as functions of probe delay Tdelay. The vertical line 

indicates the moment when the pump is switched off. 

 

 A most plausible mechanism for the aftereffect is the finite decay rate of the pump wave. 

This means that even after switching off the LF pump signal, the remaining LF reverberations play 

the role of the pump and induce frequency mixing. Although we do not measure the pump wave 

reverberations directly in a similar way as it is done for the probe signal in our experiments, the 

both reverberation times are linked through the quality factor of the material. For a broad class of 

material with many inner contacts [32], the quality factor is approximately constant which means 

that the frequency factor between the high and low frequencies should be equal to the factor 

between the corresponding reverberation times. The pump frequency 76.88 kHz and the probe wave 

signal being a linear frequency sweep in the range 0.5–1 MHz with the center at 750 kHz produce a 

factor of 9.8. The same value with a good precision can be retrieved from Fig 6(a) (probe signal 

decay time of 100 µs) and from Fig. 7 (a, b) in which the aftereffect duration is estimated as 1 ms. 

 In conclusion, the results in Fig. 7 demonstrate the applicability of the method even in the 

case when the pump wave can not be fully filtered out of the measured coda due to technical or 

other reasons. At the same time, the entirely damaged sample with a high crack number and density 

represents an easy case for the CWI technique. In the next section, experiments on a locally 

damaged sample are described. 

5. Investigative CWI regime on the locally damaged sample 

5.1. Pump and probe signals in the continuous mode 

 In a locally damaged sample the deterioration degree is much less that the one of the entirely 

damaged sample. In addition, the sample geometry is much more ordered that results in more 

ordered and less chaotic resonance patterns. In this case, it is preferable to use a pump sweep 

instead of a harmonic LH excitation in order to make a more complex resonance structure that 

corresponds to multiple reverberations of a diffused type. The LF excitation by a chain of sweeps 

(50−250 kHz frequency range and 2 ms duration) make it possible to use a continuous 

asynchronous scheme (Fig. 8) in which the probe sweeps are excited each time at a different 

moment relative to the pump sweep beginning. In this situation, the parasite HF generation is 

removed by averaging. To increase overall pump power, we set Tpause=0 and launch pump sweeps 
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with no pauses, since averaging efficiently replaces the aftereffect which become masked here by 

the subsequent pump sweep generations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Illustration for emitted pump and probe signals  pumps t  and  probes t , and for the received 

coda wave  prober t  in the presence of the continuous pump, in the experiment on the locally 

damaged sample in the investigative regime. 

 

5.2. Correlation analysis 

 Windowed correlation analysis results are plotted in Fig. 9. Despite that the overall degree 

of deterioration is considerably weaker for the locally damaged sample than for the entirely 

damaged one, both decorrelation coefficient and optimal delay are still considerably affected by the 

nonlinear interaction between pump and probe. However, the behavior of curves is totally different. 

In the latter case, the decorrelation coefficient  T cD t  gradually decreases as a function of the 

window position tc; the decay reflects the fact that the information on local properties change due to 

pumping is accumulated with the growing number of reverberations and scattering acts. The 

corresponding optimal delay  T ct  is linear on tc which means that the windowed pieces of the 

perturbed coda arrive with a linearly increasing delay relative to its copies with no pumping (and 

also change their shape since  T cD t  decays). 

 The linear delay effect is possible to understand by analogy with the case of ordinary CWI 

in which pumping is absent and the coda waves are measured on the intact and damaged samples. 
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The presence of damage in one small region effectively lowers the elasticity moduli in that region 

thus locally decreasing the sound velocity as a material parameter. It can be shown that such a softer  

zone sensed many times by multiple rays forming coda results in a retardation of various coda 

fragments, and that the delay almost linearly depends on the arrival time (or on a narrow window 

central coordinate tc) [33]. Further, if now the reference and perturbed coda waves are obtained not 

on the intact and damage samples, but on a damaged sample with and without pumping, as it is in 

our experiments, the linear delay effect can be attributed to nonlinear softening of the material. 

Indeed, it is known (see e.g. Fig. 5(b) in [34]) that the sound velocity drop can be or order of 10% in 

strongly pumped microdamaged materials, while the CWI technique sensitivity is generally much 

finer than that value. The linear delay is also obtained by CWI modeling with and without pumping 

on a sample having a nonlinear inclusion [35]. 

 Thus the correlation analysis (Fig. 9) generally confirms the applicability of the nonlinear 

CWI in the continuous mode for a sample with local impact damage. To further investigate the 

question of the technique validity in various conditions, in the next section we describe 

measurements in the pulsed mode with the aftereffect, for different pump amplitudes, and for the 

intact and locally damaged sample. 
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Fig. 9. Reverberation signal (a) obtained on the locally damaged glass plate (continuous mode) and 

the criterions  T cD t  and  T ct  ((b) and (c), respectively) characterizing the deviation between 

two coda waves measured with and without pumping. The inclined line in plot (c) has the slope 0 

(see Eq. (6)). The window width T=150 s. 

 

5.3. Nonlinear CWI applicability in pulsed and continuous modes 

 This section is concerned with a bunch of nonlinear CWI experiments in the investigative 

regime in the pulsed and continuous modes. More precisely, the influence of the pump amplitude on 

the standard CWI criterions in these modes are studied and it is shown that even for moderate pump 

intensities the criterions clearly reveal the presence of damage. To do so, all measurements was 

performed on the locally damaged sample and on the intact sample of the same material and 

dimensions. The pumping protocol used comprised 20 equal steps increasing pump level from 0 to 

160 V. After the pump has been maintained at the maximum level for the five subsequent steps. 

Five final measurement steps were carried out with the pump being turn off. These steady state 

measurements were set up in order to estimate possible slow dynamics effects. The protocol has 
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been adopted from [10]. Each measurement step consisted in 10 averaged coda acquisitions and 

lasted about 2 s. Between each measurement step the pump was switched off for 0.5 s. 

 For each excitation protocol in terms of pump and probe, all time part meters were selected 

exactly as in the previous experiments (see Figs. 5, 8 and parameters definitions in the appropriate 

Sections). Since here pump amplitude dependencies in various cases are studied, single-valued 

criterions D0 and 0 introduced in Eqs. (6) and (7) are used. Experimental results shown in Fig. 10 

indicate that α0 is four times higher (0.025% vs 0.1%) and D0 is approximately two times higher 

(0.07% vs 0.12%) in continuous mode than in the pulsed one, due to the obvious difference on the 

overall injected pump energy in the two modes. 

 After switching off the pump, α0 and D0 demonstrate different behaviors in these modes. In 

the pulsed mode, the criterions immediately return to zero, while in the continuous mode they 

quickly drop to a nonzero value and then slowly decrease. A plausible explanation is in thermal 

nature of the effect when on the pulsed mode the sample cools down during the pauses whereas in 

the continuous mode the temperature generally increases  the effect. 

 No pump-induced changes were observed in the intact sample within the experimental 

precision. Thus the results of this Section indicate that the nonlinear CWI is capable of defect 

detection in a number of situations with various pump-probe schemes. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Pumping protocol used for nonlinear CWI in the extensive series of experiments in the 

investigative regime. Decorrelation coefficient D0 and optimal stretching parameter α0 ((b) and (c), 

respectively) in the continuous (triangles) and pulsed modes (circles); comparison is given for an 

intact glass sample (squares). 

 

6. Localizing a defect with the TR pumping 

 In order to localize the defect in the glass plate locally damaged by impact with a local crack 

(Fig. 4), the nonlinear CWI technique was combined with the TR process as described in Section 

2.2. The retro-focused pump was provided by the following procedure: 

o broadcasting of the primary pump wave  pumps t  in the pulsed mode  and with the amplitude 

of 150 V i.e. as indicated in Fig. 5 with the parameters from Section 5.1 (50−250 kHz 

frequency sweep range and 2 ms duration); 

o recording pump reverberations  1pumpr t  at point r1; 

o re-broadcasting of the secondary pump wave  1pumpq t  calculated via Eq. (1) with  pumpr t  

substituted by  1pumpr t  in there with the period Tpump = 20 ms. In order to increase the 

nonlinear interaction, the time-reverse LF pump is rebroadcasted in continuous mode. 

o the probe coda (500−1000 kHz frequency sweep range and 100 µs duration) is emitted with 

the period Tprobe = 17 ms ≠ Tpump. 

The result of the procedure is shown in Fig. 11 where  1pumpq t  is displayed together with 

continuous pump waveforms:  1 1pumpr t  measured at point r1 i.e. at focus and  2 1pumpr t  measured at 

point r2 i.e. out of focus. One can see that focusing actually means that at some periodically 

repeating moments equal peaks appear in  1 1pumpr t  record while at the out-of-focus positions such 

peaks are absent despite some acoustic energy is still present. 
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Fig. 11. Re-broadcasted pump signal  1pumpq t  inversely filtered accordingly to Eq. (1) for retro-

focusing at location r1 of the defect (see Fig. 4), pump signal  1 1pumpr t  recorded at the focal point 

r1, pump signal  1 2pumpr t  received at r2 out of focal point, and asynchronous ( probe pumpT T ) high 

frequency probe signal  1prober t  measured at r1. 

 

 In order to demonstrate the localization capability of the TR-based nonlinear CWI, it is 

necessary to focus pump not only on the defect, but also on some other positions in the sample 

where material is intact. To do so, we repeated the above measurements for other positions r2 and r3 

in order to have a matrix  i pump jr t  of pump signals with i, j=1..3. Moreover, to have more reliable 

data, we shifted several times the positions of received r2 and r3 around the focal point r1 in a 

random manner. Then for each set of measurements the stretching criterions Eqs. (6), (7) with the 

values of parameters based on the analysis given in Section 5.2 (Fig. 9): the starting position of the 

CWI window is 250 µs and the duration is 1 ms. For all out-of-defect positions the results were 

averaged. Measurements show that TR process allowed obtaining RMS signal contrast of 3.8 dB 

and amplitude contrast of 11.4 dB. 
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Fig. 12. Evolution of the stretching parameter α0 and of decorrelation coefficient D0 measured on 

the locally damaged sample when the pump wave is not focused, focused at the crack and outside of 

it. Reference measurements correspond to the intact sample of the same geometry. 

 

 The calculated stretching criterions are illustrated in Fig. 12. For the intact sample, no 

decorrelation was seen ( 0 0D  ) while for the locally damaged sample it is certainly present. With 

no TR procedure applied i.e. in the investigative regime, a 1% decorrelation is obtained indicating 

the presence of damage. Further, the decorrelation increases when retro-focusing is done, and the 

situation when the focus coincides with the defect position is clearly differs from the case of 

focusing at intact material regions ( 0 6%D   and 0 4%D  , respectively). Although affected by an 

imperfect retro-focusing procedure that uses only one transducer for the calculation of the 

appropriate secondary pumping waveform, this result demonstrates the localization potential of the 

method. 

7. Summary and conclusions 

 This paper contributes to the development of nonlinear CWI method of nondestructive 

testing in which pump and probe waves interact due to the presence of contact acoustic nonlinearity 

which, in turn, indicates damage in materials. Due to nonlinear wave interactions, HF coda wave 

created by multiple reverberations of the probe pulse is affected by LF pumping. The slight 

differences in the coda measured in the absence and presence of pumping are accumulated in the 

course of reverberation process and are quantified using the local (windowed) correlation function 

together with the corresponding optimal delay. A fist monotonous front of the delay as a function of 
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the window center coordinate produces another criterion of damage occurrence in a global rather 

than local form i.e. as a single parameter and not a function. 

 As it was already suggested, the method can be used for the detection of a global damage 

presence which is called investigative regime in this paper. A new step forward made here is the 

addition of the localization option which uses the time reversal principle. The localization regime 

does not require any hardware modification and consists in the generation of a secondary pump 

wave that focuses at a given location in the material. By moving the focal spot, it is possible to 

selectively interrogate various locations and finally to determine the damage position. 

 Our measurements indicate that nonlinear response of a damaged zone is significantly 

higher than the one of neighboring intact regions in the material even in the case of one-channel 

retro-focusing. This is indeed a strict minimum in terms of experimental setup, since, theoretically, 

good focusing is guaranteed only when an entire wavefront is inverted. Thus, improvement of TR 

quality by adding additional channels could increase the performances of this NDT method. 

Multichannel pumping can be done in asynchronous mode in order to maintain more uniform 

energy contrast in time domain. Some improvement can also be achieved by optimizing the chaotic 

cavity. 

 At the same time, with all the encountered technical difficulties and limitations, the reported 

results demonstrate feasibility of the method and suggest an appropriate configuration for health 

monitoring of complex structures. 
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